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［45 MIN.］SECTION A COMPOSITION［35 MIN.］Write on

ANSWER SHEET ONE a composition of 150 words on the

following topic:The Importance of Water Resource You are to write

in three paragraphs.In the first paragraph, state clearly that we are

facing the crisis of water shortage.In the second paragraph, state the

relation between water resource and the development of human

society.In the last paragraph, bring what you have written to a natural

conclusion with your advice on counter-measures.Marks will be

awarded for content, organization, grammar and appropriacy.

Failure to follow the instructions may result in a loss of

marks.SECTION B NOTE-WRITING［10 MIN.］Write on

ANSWER SHEET ONE a note of about 50-60 words based on the

following situation:You have received a birthday gift from a friend of

yours. Write a note to acknowledge the gift and express your

thanks.Marks will be awarded for content, organization, grammar

and appropriacy.PART ⅡDICTATION ［15 MIN.］Listen to the

following passage. Altogether the passage will be read to you four

times. During the first reading, which will be read at normal speed,

listen and try to understand the meaning. For the second and third

readings, the passage will be read sentence by sentence, or perhaps

phrase by phrase, with intervals of 15 seconds. The last reading will

be read at normal speed again and during this time you should check



your work. You will then be given 2 minutes to check through your

work once more. Please write the whole passage on ANSWER

SHEET TWO.PART Ⅲ LISTENING COMPREHENSION［20

MIN.］In Sections A, B and C you will hear everything once only.

Listen carefully and then answer the questions that follow. Mark the

correct response for each question on your ANSWER

SHEET.SECTION ASTATEMENTIn this section you will hear

eight statements. At the end of each statement you will be given 10

seconds to answer each of the following eight questions. 1. The

speaker thinks ____.A. not all the lectures were interestingB. the

lectures were rather interestingC. nobody heard the lecturesD. the

lectures were all boring2. We can infer from the sentence

that____.A. allthe students respect Doctor Brown B. Doctor Brown

is taller than his students C. students are constantly looking for

Doctor Brown D. someone says Doctor Brown upstairs with his

students3. The speaker claims____.A. that is the best meal he’s ever

had in White Rose RestaurantB. White Rose Restaurant is not his

favorite restaurantC. he rarely eats in White Rose RestaurantD. he

seldom has good meals in White Rose Restaurant 4. Jean usually

wears____.A. size 38 shoesB. size 37 shoesC. shoes in different

colorsD. shoes in different styles5. We can infer that____.A. like

Lena, Marcos preferred to be in the countryB. Marcos performed in

the orchestra with Lena C. unlike Lena, Marcos thought the

orchestra played poorly D. Marcos tried to inform Lena that the

concert was cancelled6. The woman____.A. was opening a doorB.

didn’t like the door to be open when she was workingC. saw the



door opening and it frightened herD. was repairing the door7. What

did Tom do after school?A. Studied.B. Went home.C. Played with

David.D. Attended French exam.8. The speaker means____.A. no

matter what, we’re come for you tomorrow B. we may be coming a

little late tomorrow C. we may come tomorrow or pick another date
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